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The flight directors and Icarnaval take-off managers have full authority to interrupt and 
suspend take-offs for any safety issue arising on the site. This may be for general reasons 
(weather, emergency intervention, external events and unforeseen circumstances) or for 
specific reasons (dangerous or inappropriate behaviour, obvious lack of control, equipment of 
dubious safety and manoeuvrability). 

The flight directors and Icarnaval may authoritatively refuse take-off to a worrying crew, but the 
decision to take off is the sole and ultimate responsibility of the pilot.

Failure Failure to comply with the Rules of the Air, the air volumes reserved for pilots as indicated 
during the briefing, endangering (flying over) the public or other pilots will result in the 
immediate exclusion of offending crews at the sole discretion of the Flight Director or Icarnaval 
with immediate effect.

Pilots must wear a helmet (as part of their costume), carry a reserve parachute and have a 
qualification for two-seater pilots.

Crews of more than 2 people on one wing are not accepted.

Disabled pilots are Disabled pilots are welcome, but disabled people in wheelchairs are not accepted as 
passengers in tandem crews unless their project has been validated in advance with the Flight 
Director (Flight Director and Icarnaval Director). 
Lift extensions may not exceed 3m.







But it can also propose special awards (Grand Prix, Audience Award, Sporting Achievement 
Award, Humour Award, Aesthetics Award, Poetry Award, etc.) for any performance deemed 
exceptional. Prizes and awards are decided by the jury on the basis of Saturday's performance 
and announced on Sunday when the pilots report for take-off. 

PRIZES AND GIFTS ARE PRESENTED TO THEM ON LANDING AFTER THEIR SUNDAY FLIGHT. 

Pilots from all horiPilots from all horizons, we're counting on your presence on Sunday to put on another great 
show! In the event of unforeseen weather conditions, the organisers will take the appropriate 
measures, which will be explained to the pilots at the morning briefing.

It is recommended that pilots have a VHF radio 
locked to the FFVL safety frequency during their 
flight, but used exclusively for emergency calls. 
During the Coupe Icare, the frequency band 
between 144 and 146 MHz must be kept free. 


